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Bankruptcy is a painful, life-changing

experience. It hurts.

Too many bankruptcy filers never really recover

from their financial distress because they never

learn new ways to manage their money.

For the last two decades, Dave Ramsey has

been passionate about helping people find

financial peace. He’ll be the first one to tell you

there’s hope after bankruptcy. Twenty years

ago, Dave and his wife Sharon filed and lost everything.

They were forced to face the difficult reality that they had mismanaged their money and

lost control of their lives. “I’ve never forgotten how painful it was for both of us,” Dave

says. “I feel that pain to this very day.”

As a result of that experience, Dave hates bankruptcy. That’s why, when someone asks

him about whether or not to file, he’ll always try and help them find a better solution.

Chapter 7 bankruptcy, which is total bankruptcy, stays on your credit report for 10 years.

Chapter 13 bankruptcy, which is set up like a payment plan, stays on your credit report for

seven years. Without a doubt, it’s a long process that will follow you around for years,

even after it clears off of your credit report.

That said, Dave doesn’t tell his listeners to never file for bankruptcy. Each situation, just

like each potential filer, is unique. Dave and his team will explore every possible

scenario to keep from suggesting bankruptcy, but sometimes it’s the only

reasonable option.

If your family decides to file bankruptcy, we will be here to help you during the process

and give you the tools to restore your hope after your bankruptcy is discharged.

Many bankruptcy cases can be avoided with proper help. One example is our online

learning program, Providing Hope. We also have counselors available to meet with people

and work with them to find a better option.

Plus, Total Money Makeover LIVE! and Financial Peace University have helped millions of

people find financial peace. Usually, there’s another way.

Bottom line: We’ll never get angry with someone for filing bankruptcy. It’s a difficult,

emotional situation. We get that.

Our ultimate goal is to help you find financial peace and change your family tree.

Bankruptcy is a setback, sure. But your situation, no matter how bad, is never

hopeless.

Let us help.
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If someone had told me six months ago that I would be filing Chapter 7

bankruptcy, I'd call them crazy. However, my husband was ill for two years and

then died, leaving me with nearly $50,000 in medical debt. I didn't create debt by

overspending on clothing, flat screen TVs, or luxury cruises. It was 100 percent

medical debt. The collection agencies don't care about my story. They don't care

that I lost my husband and am now a 40-year-old widow with two children and

almost no savings. The decision to file bankruptcy was agonizing but once it was

done I felt a huge weight lifted. I don't have to worry about my car being taken

away or my wages garnished. I didn't choose to have thousands in medical debt.

I haven't bought a new item of clothing in three years! I needed to get on with my

life and be able to raise my children without fear, worry, or struggle. Yeah..I've got

a bad mark on my credit. No..I won't be able o get a loan or buy a home any time

soon. But my kids and I have been through worse than this, believe me. There

are worse things in life than filing bankruptcy.

Bronte

Like Reply9 months ago 102 Likes

I say amen to your comments! What is worse? Trying to pay the

minimum payment to credit card companies that could care less if you

even have enough to buy groceries and keep your credit score (it's

already dented anyhow and will get worse!), contemplating running your

car into a concrete wall so that your family will have a little bit of

insurance benefit; or swallowing your pride and filing...then finding that

the load that is lifted was far greater than you ever realized! I sleep like a

baby now, have not charged anything in almost a year and a half, and

never want another charge card again. I kept my house with the Lord's

help, have a smile on my face again, and my business is recovering.

Dont'listen to the hopelessness. Find a good bankruptcy attorney,

swallow your pride, change your spending habits, and learn that there is

hope!

Imahomeseller

Like Reply9 months ago in reply to Bronte 69 Likes

Thanks for your honesty. I'll be filing next month. There is light

at the end of the tunnel afterall.

Ejwong322

Like Reply3 months ago in reply to Imahomeseller 6 Likes

amen... that's reality!

Mark

Like Reply6 months ago in reply to Bronte 4 Likes

i find that alot of people have very strong opinions about to file or not to file

bankrupyt and i respect each and every one.But when you have to face the fact

you can not even take care of your family and kids,that is the worst feeling that

anyone can experience.That you have to tell your kids alot of times no we can not

do this or no we can not do that because there is simply no money for anything

extra.Praying and crying for help when you have done your best to provide and

supply the right way instead of the wrong way.When the wrong way would be so

much easier but not what we as parents what to pass on to our sons and

daughters.IT is not about credit scores it is about living your life to the fullest while

here on this earth.And when you ask for help due to circumstanse that is due to

your own fault or not your fault that you do not even have any control over and

you have to swallow your pride and ask for help and a little more time.Mortgages

companies,loan companies,banks,they do not care about your

fears,worries,concerns if your kids will have a place to sleep or food to eat.No

one what to help you when you are behind or everything that you got and do not

see no kind of way out.When one get to that point in ones life and bankrupty is

their only way out to keep what they have work so hard for and to have so peace

of mind in their lives and homes then if that man or woman is at peace with their

decision then they have to live their lives to the fullest with no more regrets

felicia

Like Reply1 year ago 86 Likes

That's where I am, and I'm very scared.... I have a wife and new born. I

taken in a scam last april for all of our saving and all the money in our

checking account. I just checked my checking a couple minutes ago, and

after paying my insurance im negative 99 dollars in my checking

account..... I know the Lord will make a way if I just keep my eyes on

Jesus and keep serving him...... But in scared.

Stacytyrel

Like Reply10 months ago in reply to felicia 23 Likes

Pray Like It Depends On God

Work Like It Depends On You... and it is on YOU... so stop

keeping your eyes on Jesus alone and start to work a plan.

Sulamita

Like Reply8 months ago in reply to Stacytyrel 10 Likes

My husband (who happens to be a CPA) and I owned two better quality furniture

stores for the past 22 years. We have always had excellent credit, could get

financing for whatever we wanted within an hour, and always paid the full balance

off on our credit cards every single month for 25 years since we've been married.

Well, in 2008 when the housing market, stock market, and banking crisis all

collided, our store sales dropped 80%! Unfortunately, out of desperation, we used

our credit cards (which were not maxed out) to pay for product for the stores and

salaries for employees, thinking, this can't be this bad forever, and we will be able

to catch up and get these credit cards paid off. We developed a retail plaza in

2007, which was valued at that time at $8m, which we had a mortgage of $5m, so

we had $3m in equity. To make a long story short, the economy hasn't turned

around, we've had to close both of our stores, and we had to turn over our

commercial property back over to the mortgage holder for a Deed in Lieu of

Foreclosure. That which we have worked really hard for the past 22 years left us

rather quickly in 3 years. The pain of seeing a successful business fall die and the

loss of financial stability has been more devastating than the decision to file Ch.

7. We now have $75k in credit card debt that was largely due to business

expenses in attempt to keep things afloat. The job market in FL is terrible, and my

husband did secure a job in So. FL 3 hours away from home for about 1/3 of what

we used to earn. All of this to say that in the past three grueling, sad, painful

years, really bad things can happen to very responsible people. The policy

makers and bankers, along with Wall Street have ruined the financial well being

of millions of families. The thought now of filing Ch. 7 doesn't thrill me, but there

are lots of small business owners who have always been responsible, that are

now victims of bad circumstances largely beyond our control. As a Christian, I am

confident that God is in control, and He is well aware of the graft and corruption

that still goes on affecting small business owners in our continuing weakening

economy. Very sad indeed.

lisa

Like Reply2 years ago 66 Likes

you would have been protected from personal responsibility if you were a

corporation.... cant believe you had that big of a business and your

husband was a CPA and you were not corporated??? sounds a little

fishy

fishy

Like Reply10 months ago in reply to lisa 3 Likes

Even if they were incorporated, they would have lost the

protection it provides as soon as they put business expenses on

their personal credit cards. At that point, the differentiation

between personal and business expenses has been blurred and

you will have a heck of a time proving which was which.

just FYI

Like Reply7 months ago in reply to fishy 5 Likes

I hear Dave's advise, and have reviewed all the posts, honestly, this is not the

end of the world. Embarrassing, yes. Life altering, yes. But it depends on how you

look at it.

Ok so you won't have credit cards to fall back on anymore....likely that's some of

what got you here in the first place, so maybe this is a good thing.

What's the difference between robbing Peter to pay Paul, trying to pay debtors

back that don't care about further ruining your credit, as you watch the scores

plummet even through your payments; vs. bankrupcy? Not stressing about

having to pay it all back. I think it's a fair trade off. It may take you 10yrs to pay off

all that debt, vs. 10yrs for a filing to no longer affect you. That's a really long time

to deal with the stress that being in debt and harrassment brings.

After filing hopefully you learn from your mistakes and live within your means. Life

is not all about money. A simplier life without all the creditors, fears, and drama is

actually peaceful.

It's certainly not for everyone. But it has brought peace of mind that I haven't had

in many years. I can think of far worse things!

Not the end of the world

Like Reply1 year ago 59 Likes

Sure but you say live within your means. some of us are just trying to

keep a roof over our heads and food on the table and make some small

leaps forward. I have NO life anymore and lived like a pauper chasing

the American dream that was nothing short of a nightmare and it

continues still. I don't buy it. It's too easy to shake your finger at people

and say they live beyond means when some of us are just keeping afloat

chasing the dream that is being sold to us. I don't buy it. I don't think it's

fair and right to judge like that.

fedup

Like Reply10 months ago in reply to Not the end of the world

16 Likes

So I keep hearing I should avoid it at all costs, but I don't see reasons WHY it is

so terrible other than hurting your credit. We're in the middle of horrible economic

times and on top of that have had some bad personal fiascos that have cost us

thousands. I think THAT has been some of the most stressful stuff, having our

house literally falling apart and medical treatment that has been so costly. We

now owe over 30,000 in credit card debt and over 120,000 in educational debt

and can't afford our groceries paying minimums. I can't find a second job and my

husband is already gone for 13 hours a day, plus we have young children and

don't qualify for personal loans because we have too much debt and my husband

hasn't been at his job long enough. So please tell me how our situation is so

fixable and LESS stressful than filing for bankruptcy. Of course the process will

suck, but this whole situation sucks. We don't have a savings, we don't own

enough of our house or cars to make a difference looking at the exemptions. So

we can't buy another house any time soon? The economy is so horrible, I doubt

we'd be able to anyways for a very very long time.

Marie

Like Reply1 year ago 55 Likes

Marie, you can't write off student debt. If that is your biggest debt it may

not be right for you. You can ask your creditors to forgive some of your

debt but at tax time that will be considered earned income. Good luck!

Kristina

Like Reply1 year ago in reply to Marie 9 Likes

Marie- Avoid BR at all costs. BR is for life. When you apply for a loan etc

they ask you "Have you ever filed for Bankruptcy". You can lie if its been

10 years after but that's the situation you will be in. Also when you try

and rent a place they always ask if you have filed BR. You end up

renting sub standard places. If you try and rent a car without a credit

card its difficult. Just some thoughts. Good Luck.

Guest

Like Reply5 months ago in reply to Marie 2 Likes

I am curious if Dave still has trouble getting loans? He filed 20

years ago and he seems to be doing pretty well these days. I do

not think that BR is the end of life, in fact, often in a hopeless

situation...it is the beginning!

Guest

Like Reply4 months ago in reply to Guest 9 Likes

I expect to file Chapter 7 in the next couple of weeks. I've been unemployed for

more than 2 years. I've used retirement money to pay my bills. I used my credit

cards to live while unemployed. I had lived modestly and had hardly any debt and

great credit until unemployment. Now I have $32K in credit card debt and struggle

each month to make my payments. I'm 58. If I had a job, I'd keep paying on the

debt, but I don't have a job. I've agonized long over this decision and prayed

much about it and feel it's what I should do, though I hurts greatly to know this is

where I'm at at this point my life. I think Dave needs to give more consideration to

things that happen in life, such as unemployment and illness, that push people

into bankruptcy and not be so condemning. I think most people will do all they

can to avoid bankruptcy. I know I have. I think also credit card companies have

responsibilty in this. I was never 30 days late, but card companies jacked my

interest rate up to almost 30 percent based on my debt load, adding to my debt

load.

Sue

Like Reply2 years ago 51 Likes

Filing Chap. 7 Bankruptcy was the healthiest, most positive action in all my adult

life. Though it follows me at least 10 years, admitting it has become easy, and the

gift of starting over without such stress, doom and gloom has made my life

serene and calm again! NO, I do not recommend to anyone else, but for me -

there was no other choice. My side of the street is accepting that I did it to myself,

with greed - am no victim but billion dollar corps. are doing it so I feel no shame.

Today I live with cash only - and intend to do so ad infinitum.

Barbara

Like Reply2 years ago 51 Likes

Thank you

Tjones1999

Like Reply1 year ago in reply to Barbara 7 Likes

Thank you!!

John W Graves

Like Reply1 year ago in reply to Barbara 6 Likes

I am in the process of filing Chapter 7. I am embarrassed and ashamed. Some of

it I brought on myself by poor money management, and a good part of it was

because of being a radio advertising salesman in a bad economy. But I always

had a viable plan to pay it off. I had perfect credit, equity in my San Francisco

condo and 7 years working at the same company, but the banks would not loan

me a dime. Foolishly I used whatever credit I had left to start my own marketing

firm where a saw an opportunity to make more than a radio advertising salesman.

It was great at first but again the economy's undertow was too powerful a force to

reckon with and it sucked me under. At this point I can't even afford health

insurance. With my business closed, Chapter 7 is my only way out. I feel like a

failure. But my credit is already ruined so I don't see how much more a

bankruptcy can hurt it. And what am I supposed to do, sit here and wait until my

creditors start suing me? I constantly beat myself up about what I did right and

wrong with my money. If I ever have it again, I will have a whole new relationship

with it. But Dave, my credit score is hovering around 500 right now. How is a

bankruptcy going to hurt me that much more? I can't get credit either way for

years. Even if I was able to start paying it back, my credit would still have a nasty

stain on it. No, bankruptcy is not a first choice. It's the final option. And I don't like

your depiction of it being an easy way out. I'm a masculine guy, but I started to

cry in the elevator when I left my lawyers office after deciding to declare.

Valjoux66

Like Reply1 year ago 47 Likes

I'm in the same boat here. And now after filing a Ch.7 and doing what the

lawyers said which is NOT reaffirm my mortgage, Wells Fargo is working

towards taking my house out from underneath me. Why? I pay my

mortgage payments on time and am never late but tons of people list

online that Wells Fargo steals their house out from underneath them.

They not only get the house, but also the benefit of the payments you

send in as "gravy" which I bet someone gets spiffs on. At some point it's

unsustainable and you have to file. I had no choice after a massive

painful divorce that I didn't want and after losing my business and after

serious medical issues.There was no out. Even the BK has not solved all

my problems because new medical bills have come up and I am now

behind on them and the house thing comes up now which could put me

on the street even though I am fighting to keep the mortgage paid. When

does it all stop?

fedup

Like Reply10 months ago in reply to Valjoux66 5 Likes

Corporations reorganize through bankruptcy everyday and are hailed as the new

paradigm for successful business models, giving millions in bonus dollars to

saavy execs while adding to the federal deficit by default and extortion...er,

subsidies...

Where is the moral code of the corporate personhood?

Spit in the public eye.

cyn

Like Reply1 year ago 25 Likes

I am shocked by your article. As an attorney practicing bankruptcy for over 18

years, I have thousands of very happy bankruptcy clients. Many of my clients

refer friends and family members to me for bankruptcies. The stress a person

goes through is only prior to making the decision of whether to file or not. Once a

client files for bankruptcy, I can assure you that the stress is over. I am not aware

of any client of mine who has had regretted filing. The only time a person would

have stress after filing bankruptcy is if they hired the wrong attorney or were not

truthful with the attorney they hired. Otherwise, I cannot think of a less stressful

legal proceeding, other than maybe a name change.

David Cutler, Attorney

Like Reply2 years ago 25 Likes

I agree. I recommend consulting and using an attorney for this process.

It was the last straw for me. I only went to the 341 hearing. It was a great

relief the day the phone stopped ringing. It was even better the day the

discharge notice came. I am blessed that I am able to keep my home

and vehicle. I have to start over trying to save for college, retirement and

emergencies. I tried to pay off some of the discharged debts, but they

refused to communicate with me. It's ok though. I wish everyone well.

Hang in there.

Nsimoneh

Like Reply11 months ago in reply to David Cutler, Attorney 10 Likes

I wish I had used you instead of the Attorney we have--Because we filed

chapter 13 and were not told the pitfalls just the good side which was

relief from credit card debt-Due to my husband playing the stockmarket,

We are 74 and 80 years old-NEVER been in debt before knew nothing

about Bankruptcy-Trusted our attorney who I must say is a JERK- Talks

down to us and after the fact-We find we can't sell buy or borrow

anything unless we get permission from the Trustee. So I'm not one of

the Happy Bankrupt people you talk about. This was a huge mistake and

IF I could get out of it I would.. BUT no one not even the attorney will tell

us the truth about stopping the payments and letting the Court dismiss

our case.

Rose Zelda Dearman Kovsky

Like Reply3 months ago in reply to David Cutler, Attorney 1 Like

David I have a new car that im still paying on and was thinking of filing

through for other outrageous bills I simply cant keep up with...is it

possible to file bankruptcy and still have my car....id still make my

payments....just struggling with everything else

Amintara_davis

Like Reply9 months ago in reply to David Cutler, Attorney

When we filed ch. 7 we were able to keep paying on our van

and keep it.

just FYI

Like Reply7 months ago in reply to Amintara_davis

Bankrutcy was the best thing I ever did! I was in my 20's and bought a few

houses,then everything crashed. I had 2 houses left and they lost $60,000 in

value each. I could never recover. I spent all my money I did make just trying to

do the right thing. In the end I lost it all. I got 2 credit cards only 4 months after

filing and I am on my way to rebuilding my life again. It may not be for everyone,

but it worked for me.

Kristina

Like Reply1 year ago 24 Likes

Why does Dave Ramsey speak out against bankruptcy, yet still run a for-profit

Debtor Education Class online for people who filed bankruptcy?

I don't get it, Dave, please explain.

Joe

Like Reply2 years ago 23 Likes

I went to one of Dave's Ramsey's seminars and I recall him saying that

he filed bankruptcy not once but twice. so it helped him. I understand

that bankruptcy can be negative, but if someone is drowning in debt and

can't pay, this is a positive last resort. Things always happen out of our

control.

Tanya

Like Reply10 months ago in reply to Joe 9 Likes

I have been married 5 years and my wife and I originally filed a Chapter 13. The

back story to this is that when we had our second child my wife had a post pre-

eclamtic seizure in our local target store. Afterwards she as out of work for a

while and as the bills mounted the reality for me quickly set in and I knew

instantly that on my salary alone at the time we were not going to make it. So we

swallowed our pride and filed. BEST THING WE DID!!!! the original filing allowed

us to keep our home because at the time we literally would have been homeless

with no place to live. Our payment was low but not low enough in our opinion.

After about a year of this we found a nice single family unit to rent and moved in

and converted our chapter 13 to a 7. We willingly gave up our first home that we

bought together as newlyweds with no regrets and faith in God. Today we have

peace of mind, my salary has doubled and we are in a much better place

financially now.

My wife fully recovered and now works as the administrative assistant at our local

church and her salary went up as well. From an income perspective, our annual

income has increased while our overall debt has decreased and we intend on

keeping that way!

The only advice i would offer to anyone is simply this; "How much is your peace

of mind worth?" You are either going to react to what people in society think, or

you are going to swallow your pride and make a decision for the betterment of

your family. This is not about credit scores or any of that, it is about being a good

steward of Gods money while having peace, joy and loving others in doing it :)

Kamen442

Like Reply5 months ago 20 Likes

Thank you for sharing. I believe it was due to my "pride" that I didn't want

to file. But since I have b+ credit and a part time job, I don't qualify for a

car, home or loan to consolidate. It's time to stop being a slave to the

lender. Thank you for your testimony.

Singledivorcedmomin$112kofdebt

Like Reply4 months ago in reply to Kamen442 3 Likes

I have been struggling with a debt I can't possibly pay off. Thank you for

sharing your story.

Wilcoxrachel

Like Reply4 months ago in reply to Kamen442 1 Like

I think that once you are looking at the consideration of bankruptcy the pain that

Dave is referring to is already been felt and going through the process bankruptcy

can provide some much needed emotional relief to the feeling of helplessness. I

have always paid my debts on time and in some cases early. But if you don't

have the means to payoff anyone you own, your choices are limited and

ultimately leads to the lose of a home or worse. I have prayed and have had wise

counsel on the positives and negatives. If you have bad credit you have to rebuild

it. 

If you file for bankruptcy, you have to rebuild it. Somehow you have to stop

bleeding and keep a roof over your head.

Your credit score is everything in this world and no one will let you do anything

with a low credit rating. Making more money doesn't change your credit score

over night and neither does paying off debt if you can. You need to reboot your

life, maybe bankruptcy is the answer.

Rredwards1911

Like Reply1 year ago 19 Likes

I disagree. Bankruptcy does give you a head start. It has given me a head start.

Sure, it may ruin your career if you're a neurosurgeon or a top-secret Govt. agent

or some other super-professional career, but for those of us who actually work for

a living going from menial job to menial job, it's a trivial burden. It only stays on

your credit report for ten years and then only in the public notices section. Your

FICO score is still based on your most recent payment history.

Uni

Like Reply1 year ago 18 Likes

What is the "Public Notices" section? Is that something separate from

your credit report, such as a government database, that stays on your

record even after the ten years are up?

KP

Like Reply1 year ago in reply to Uni 4 Likes

I've been reading these posts and am not sure how to guide anyone, but I can tell

you that filing CH 13 exactly 2 years ago was both the best and worst thing I have

had to choose to do.

My business failed terribly in 2008 after several years of positive growth. During

July 2008 we noticed spending by consumers stopped, and there were no sales

in my business for 2 months straight.

I had no choice but to file. I had $250K in debt. Lawyers and Collection Agencies

were suing me left and right. My landlord at the store sued me even after I

explained my situation and tried to work out better terms. And I was a 5 year

tenant there.

Well, so I tried to make good of a bad thing, and I spent 2010 completing the CPA

exam and focused on returning to the accounting industry where my background

is.

The minute employers run my background I never hear from them again. EVER.

I've been unemployed 2 years, lost my home, my car, everything.

If you have to file Bankruptcy, please make sure it is what you have to do. If you

are being harassed 3x a week or more by creditors, are being sued in any way,

then this is your only option.

It was the only choice I had. I am a good person. My work history is solid and

verifiable, and I took a chance on owning a business and the economy tore me

apart.

Employers don't care what happened to you. If you have any type of problem like

a bankruptcy, a lawyer is going to tell you that employers can not discriminate

based on Rule 11 525 of Bankruptcy code.

However, if you research some very recent cases, the courts have been siding

with the employer on their decision not to hire due to bankruptcy. There is a loop

hole in this law, which the courts are interpreting at this time, to mean your

CURRENT employer can not discriminate. But it is not written in stone that a

PROSPECTIVE employer can not discriminate.

Be very careful in your decision.

Joe

Like Reply1 year ago 18 Likes

You are absolutely correct!

John

Like Reply1 year ago in reply to Joe 4 Likes

I wish you nothing but the best. You're very brave.

Ilovereddobes

Like Reply5 months ago in reply to Joe 2 Likes

Thing is Dave, when you have judgements against you and are at risk to lose

your home, bankruptcy is the answer. For me it's going to be Chapter 13 and

that's fine with me. I'll feel good paying back some of what I owe as I never

intended to go in debt and not pay. I was a victim of the economy with no way to

rectify my situation. Bankruptcy will at least allow me to know I have a home to

sleep in every night and I can't ask for anything else.

guest

Like Reply9 months ago 16 Likes

There's nothing wrong with bankruptcy. I always lived within my means. That

didn't matter when I got in an auto accident without health insurance. I got socked

with about a 100k of medical bills. I had the option of spending the next twenty

years living in poverty to pay it off or filing Chapter 7. Sorry, but the hospitals are

crooks. I was expecting more like 30k. In the end, it didn't matter spent less than

5k and wiped all that debt clean. I love Chapter 7!

John

Like Reply1 year ago 16 Likes

It is inevitable that life is full of unexpected surprises; cruel surprises. It is not my

choice to get divorce, lose my job, and diagnosed of a progressive disease.

Those life changing events were never planned or expected. Two years ago, I

had a great credit score and a great job but in less than 3 months, I was

struggling to keep a home for me and my son. Worked with my creditors and

even debt consolidation companies but with joblessness, I can't even qualify to be

in any program. Collection agencies kept on harassing me by calling and sending

threatening letters; demanding payment. They got so aggressive that they called

and harassed my relatives. It was a nightmare! I finally decided to file BK and

borrowed money to pay for an attorney... only to find out after a month, my BK

attorney also filed for BK - I lost the money I borrowed to pay for his services. Life

can be cruel! It took me months to come up with money to pay for another

attorney. God is still good to me and my case was finally discharged. Now

chances of finding a job offer after bankruptcy is another struggle. At least now I

can sleep at night without fear of being harassed. I may not know what life offers

tomorrow but at least with BK I can use what little money we have for food.

Perhaps, if a job opportunity comes, that would only be the time I can say that I

am starting fresh. BK is the only choice some people may have. Some people

may not agree until their life takes a rough sudden shift.

Michele

Like Reply1 year ago 14 Likes

So, we filed for Bankruptcy a year and a half ago. It was a positive decision for

us. I think it's a different emotional experience for every one but the financial

ramifications are the same. We left our house and we put bankruptcy on our

credit report. We didn't look at it as a fresh start as much as an admittance that

our financial problems were the result of our decisions. Some people may feel

like we took advantage by "wiping the slate clean" so to speak, but bankruptcy is

there, on our credit reports for all to see. Do I feel responsible to citimortgage

because we abandoned our contract with them? NO! I take FULL responsibility

for my financial collapse and expect the bank do the same. They made a crappy

deal, same as us. The way I look at it is we both lost. 

The only advice for someone considering filing for bankruptcy is that you should

not do it if you do not want accept responsibility for your finances. Bankruptcy IS

a result of your decision making, and if you are not willing to accept that it makes

no sense to do it. You have to accept full responsibility for yourself and that way

accepting the consequences of bankruptcy is no big deal. Just know what your

getting yourself into and be ok with it.

We lost our house and it was ok, we had to go to court to keep our one and only

car and it was ok, my husband is a building controller (accountant) who lost a

house and declared bankruptcy and has to tell potential employers about it and

it's ok, people treat us differently and we're ok with it. 

But, a year and a half later and our credit is BETTER than before! So, it's different

for everyone I guess.

Alexismorelb

Like Reply1 year ago 12 Likes

Did Citimortgage have you do a re modification? It was suppose to lower

our payments but it has been over a year now and still nothing and we

are now 5 months late. So we got an attorney (two in fact) and they both

say file Ch.13 Thanks Citimortgage Never use them 

guest

Like Reply3 months ago in reply to Alexismorelb 1 Like

Bankruptcy has a negative stigma attached to it but it is necessary for some

people. I lost my job with a major pharmaceutical company in the spring of 2009.

My husband and I combined made 90,000 per year. After losing my job in a shot

economy and taking whatever job I could get (selling cars), we were making just

around 47,000. Our mortgage payment alone became 75% of our income, we

had a $520 per month truck payment, no consumer credit debt, and had all of our

housing, food, and student loan payments to continue to pay. We learned very

quickly that we could simply not afford our home. With a crashed housing market

we could not sell our home for what we paid, we spent all of our emergency and

savings within the first 6 months due to winter and having to pay rising heating

costs, we accumulated about 8,000 in credit card debt due to emergencies (all of

our emergency funding was gone). We stayed there until February of this year

(2011) and as a result of almost two years of trying to stay afloat we decided in

September 2010 to file bankruptcy and foreclose on our home. We now live in a

1200 sq. foot apartment for 750 per month, we pay only 250 per month for our

vehicle, our utilities have greatly decreased, and we are able to save tons of

money. Once our debt is discharged we will begin rebuilding our credit, which we

are already doing by reaffirming our vehicle payment and paying my student

loans. We will simply have to gain a consumer credit card to begin rebuilding

(unfortunately this is a must). Do not let anyone tell you that bankruptcy is never

the answer, simply not true. It needs to be used properly and you need to

understand the impact it has. People automatically feel you will completely

destroy your credit score (very true) BUT and a big BUT, if you are paying your

mortgage, vehicle, and credit cards late your credit is already BOMBED! Trust

me, prior to filing I obtained our scores, horrible just due to paying bills late, I

mean two weeks to a month late, and this was with all of our credit cards being

paid ON TIME. If you feel bankruptcy might help you, seek the advice of a lawyer

and understand the facts.

Megan

Like Reply1 year ago 12 Likes

My wife and I were forced into bankruptcy. A collection company called us into a

debtors exam to find out where I work and find out everything we own so they

could put a lien on it. I had a job loss and were trying to recover from it and got

socked with this debtors exam. I tried to avoid bankruptcy at all costs but it was

coming down to the collection company taking food out of my 5 kids mouth and

our basic needs being taken from us. I filed bk in october, discharged in

december. It has dropped an atom bomb on our already crappy credit but it gave

us a new start and drove the snakes away!

james scott

Like Reply1 year ago 12 Likes

Both my wife and I filed BK in the late 90s. It was shockingly easy for us and I

can't imagine why anyone would advise someone who qualifies for Chapter 7 not

to consider it. There were no negative repercussions for us at all. They seized the

old truck we had which was a second car worth maybe $1200. That was it. We've

got great credit now, bought a home. Other than the mortgage we haven't had

any debt whatsoever in the last 10 years. Without the BK, we would undoubtedly

still be renting an apartment and saddled with at least $50k in debt.

Max

Like Reply2 years ago 11 Likes

After years of struggling to pay the minimum on 50,000 + in credit card debt we

finally filed chapter 7 and I believe it was the best decision we have ever made.

We should receive the discharge in about a month. We realize it will be a slow

climb to rebuild our credit - but the huge burden has been lifted. No more payroll

loans -no more harrasing phone calls - no more trying to figure out how to come

up with an extra 300.00 a month just to exist. Now we can start the total money

makeover and get our financial state on track! For our family - Chapter 7 was an

answer to our prayers!

jen

Like Reply2 years ago 11 Likes

Thank you Jen! I've been reading all these comments trying to make a

decision to file of not. Your amount of debt is where we are not and it's

killing me softly to keep afloat! I can't even taker my family out for dinner

because money is so tight! My wife and I make good money but the

monthly Credit Card payments take all that away....every month!!! I'm

starting to lose sleep now thinking about where the extra $300/month is

going to come from. UGH!!!

John W Graves

Like Reply1 year ago in reply to jen 2 Likes

I'd like to think this article had good intentions. In other words everyone should

not run to a Chapter 7 or 13 if they have debt, which is true. However, the "Do as

I say, not as I did" scenario from Dave Ramsey does get old, and I'm a fan. In his

defense on his show he does say file only to save your house, which my wife and

I did with a chapter 13. It was the BEST thing we could have done. No more calls,

everything bundled into one, and we're better with our budget now than we've

ever been. We also do take full responsibility for our actions and know we ended

up in this spot because of US. 

That being said, the article states that bankruptcy will remain on your credit report

for so many years. EVERY show Dave puts on he brags about his ZERO FICO

score. So who cares about your credit report? If I follow Dave's advice this should

be the last thing I should consider. "If you lie to get a loan because your

bankruptcy is very old, technically you have committed criminal fraud." HUH??

Who said anything about lying on loan applications, in which nearly everyone I've

ever seen states "Have you filed bankruptcy in the last 7 years?" See, if you file

Bankruptcy and take responsibilities for your actions, you are technically no

longer working "Dave's Plan". Which makes you not need Dave and all the

services they offer and profit from (Nothing wrong with making a profit). Dave has

some great advice, but I'm sure he'll be the first to admit he's no attorney.

Unfortunately instead of telling people to consult one when it comes to

bankruptcy, he often just says to work the debt snowball and don't even consider

any other option. In other words, "Keep needing Dave". For anyone considering

Bankruptcy, do yourself a huge favor and only take the advice of a very good

attorney. THEY will tell you if it's right for you or not, along with hopefully your

common sense.

chuckelliot

Like Reply5 months ago 10 Likes

I read most of the stories and my heart goes out to everyone. With due respect to

Dave, everything you do has an effect on your life. Bad things do happen to very

good people. It is the attitude you take into bankruptcy as many other things will

determine the outcome. I have 2 things that I remind myself daily. God loves me

and the past is history and the future is a mystery and I live in between. 

&quot;I am still determined to be cheerful and happy, in whatever situation I may

be; for I have also learned from experience that the greater part of my happiness

or misery depends upon my disposition, and not upon my circumstances.&quot;

From what I have seen Credit counselors will take your money and your credit will

still suffer for 7 years or longer. IF you have adequate income to pay your bills

then you can become debt free. IF the money going out of your bank account far

exceeds what is coming in you have 2 options: Cut what you can to the bone or

work another job or 2 or go talk to a bankruptcy attorney.

Since 2006 nearly 5 million people have completed bankruptcy. Another million

plus will be added to that in 2011 from most projections.

I have many friends, and clients that have gone on this path to find life after. No...

I am not a bankruptcy lawyer. I do see lots of people on a daily basis that are in

trouble. I see many of those after they are discharged from bankruptcy. Life can

be very good after and many tell me that it was the best thing they have ever

done.

Their suggestion Prepare before you file and prepare for after bankruptcy. 

Concern yourself with the basics. 

Food, Shelter, Transportation. What you want is not always what you need and

learn the difference and life will be good.

Craig

Like Reply2 years ago 9 Likes

I filed bankruptcy (Chapter 7) twice, the last one was in 2003 after I had my son.

It was discharged in 04, not sure why it took so long. I found it embarrassing, but I

had no choice in both times I did it. You are able to get credit still but at a higher

interest rate. While separated from my ex-husband I moved in with my mother

(who is now no longer here) after you left this earth I was forced with the decision

of having to go back to my husband or finding an apartment. I chose to get an

apartment and at the time I applied for the apartment my credit score was "719". I

say all of this to say that there is hope after filing any type of bankruptcy you just

have to make sure that you do not acquire any more debt. It's hard believe I

know, I sometimes have to eat my son's left overs or eat chips for dinner, just to

ensure that he gets a well balanced meal. At my salary $57,000/year it's really not

easy making in this economy living in Washington, DC. I have since gotten over

my head with more debt, but I send them what I can at 45 and 27 years of federal

service, I need to buckle down and get back on track. No one can tell you why or

why not to file, if you feel that it's something you really need to do then do it. GOD

BLESS and BEST OF LUCK TO YOU ALL.

CocaCola

Like Reply10 months ago 8 Likes

I know that you have strong feels about bankruptcy, as do I, the only difference is

I sit on the opposite side of the fence. I'm a bankruptcy paralegal and no one that

I have even spoken too makes the decision to file based on the fact that they

want to. Most people don't choose this without having something &quot;life

altering” already happen to them. Divorce, loss of job, accident, major medical....

Also keep in mind that there are laws in place to prevent just anyone from filing.

But I don't agree that for your average person that bankruptcy is a horrible

experience.

Rebecca

Like Reply1 year ago 8 Likes

I'm not going to say everyone 30 years ago had it alot easier but I will say that

todays prices our out of control. Property cost a fortune. A standard house, in

most markets, cost 150,000 dollars or better and you have to pay 30 years to

completely own it. Most people are nearly dead before their home is paid off. I

honestly don't see much incentive for home ownership. If you rent you don't have

no major up keep on the property. If something breaks you call some one to fix it.

Every 10 year or so the landlord probablly remodels it. Many rental companies

offer some free utilities such as cable, and water. Also renting can still be a

couple of hundred dollars cheaper on average monthly payment. Not to mention,

again, you have no upkeep fees, no need to buy a lawn mower. If you have pets

that could be an issue with renting but some rental companies are becoming

more pet friendly. In fact I see the American Dream, home ownership, fastly

becoming an American Nightmare. Does it have to be this way? Do things really

have to be this expensive? I don't think so. I'm not a socialist, by any means, but I

do think the need for people to be mega-wealthy has destroyed the American

Dream of home ownership. Houses almost never go up in value, though they

rarely drop alot either. But think about it. You buy a home for 150,000 dollars and

you get that great interest rate of say 5%. Wow good deal right? Wrong! You end

up paying, Nearly 300,000 dollars for your 150,000 dollar home if you cary the

loan to term. Your never get that back out of most homes. So ask yourself why

does a bank need to double the profit from a home sale? How much do you think

it cost the builder to build that home? You can bet it's at least 30,000 less than

sale price. So ask yourself why the need for banks to get rich off of you. The

simple answer is Greed. Though Capitalism is the best systemt I can find it is

inherently unfair to the poor. But so is Socialism or any other system I can think

of. So Capitalism is the best of bad choices. Do yourself a favor. Pay off your

home, save cash and pay it off. If all you can afford is a small home thats fine.

Pay it off. otherwise renting is your best option.

My humble opinion,

Matt.

Matt

Like Reply2 years ago 8 Likes

Just a note Matt...

Property taxes are always going up too and so does home owner

insurance. Insurance companies build in an inflationary factor in your

policy to cover future cost for materials & labor if something happens to

your home. So over time your insurance policy increases in cost to you.

So renting can be an advantage or a solution for a lot of people who

can't afford these costs added to the mortgage payment.

Brian

Brian

Like Reply1 year ago in reply to Matt 1 Like

to BK

Please be calm and know that this to will pass. I was in almost the same exact

place as you many years ago. Left with three kids and all the debt. So they all

come after you. This will only make you stronger in time. As I have learned, we all

attach our pride and ego to various strange things in our lives. When we should

just know that we have done the best we can and stuff happens. No one goes

through life unscathed. You will learn to use this experience in evaluating your

next relationship. Learn why you are attracted to the people in your life that do not

share the same values as yourself. You have without doubt tried to do the right

thing, that is all there is. I wish you well and please do not dwell on this just move

and learn.

LKA

Linda

Like Reply1 year ago 7 Likes

I am confused. My husband and I are fortunate. We have selected to save one

entire salary and live off the other. As a result, we are open to pay off all of our

monthly bills and never carry a balance on credit cards and live debt free except

for our mortgage. On the other hand, we have multiple friends (couples) who

have filed for bankruptcy multiple times. They take better vacations than we do,

always drive new cars and when things get bad, oops, they file for bankruptcy

again. I hate to be negative but how are we benefiting by being responsible,

saving for a rainy day and paying off our bills?? Trust me, our friends

bankruptcies (plural)have been painless.

Tammy

Like Reply2 years ago 7 Likes

Many use it as a financial tool. These people are generally sneaky

people, half conman types, who look for anyway to beat the system.

They hurt themselves by having to pay LOTS more to borrow money,

buy a car (many do 84 months now because the flim flams cant make

the payments at 48 months) cannot own a home with equity (have to

forfeit in bancruptcy) or cannot buy a house. It also will cost them if

looking for work. In general, they will never have money and live from

paycheck to paycheck for life because they spend it as fast as they make

it. That will last until a layoff of sickness occurs. Then with no room for

error, they will be completely broke. Like no money for coffee broke. I

speak from experience. This was me. Currently in my 2nd bancruptcy, I

now have to pay back 100% due to the law President Bush signed for his

rich friends. I now live within my means, but giving up spending is like

getting off crack cocaine.

gamble

Like Reply1 year ago in reply to Tammy 1 Like

I had that same feeling when I decided to declare but can tell you it was the best

decision I ever made...2 1/2 years after discharge I have bought my first house

and have a 690 middle credit score. If you do everything right for instance getting

a low limit credit card using it nd paying it off every month you can rebuild your

credit and move on with your life...

Darrenlet

Like Reply7 months ago 6 Likes

My husband had surgery for a brain tumor the end result while not cancer

completely transformed his personality. He spent every dime and then some we

had saved over our 35 year marriage, including our children's savings, putting us

1.5 million in debt before he left leaving me trying to pick up the pieces. I argued

with our mortgage company every other day for over a year, bringing in every

outside organization and Congressmen, before they agreed to work with me

however the agreement needed my husband's signature which he refused. The

end result...we lost everything in filing a Chapter 7. I am now renting a house with

my children and working three jobs to make ends meet. It would be beneficial if I

could purchase a small home to have something to show for at the end of the

year other than rent receipts but because of the bankruptcy I don't know if that will

ever be in my future. At the age of 56 I am starting over from zero (sadly we

divorced)and will most likely have to work until I pass on.

A Sullivan

Like Reply1 year ago 6 Likes

Is it like that for the government too? If they do a managed bankruptcy, I mean?

EMTP513

Like Reply9 months ago 5 Likes

My husband and I have excellent credit. Never pay a bill late. Always pay more

then the minimum. We have been teaching Financial Peace for 2 years now. We

live by the rules and we are well on our way to financial peace. 13 years ago we

owned a small business. It did well, employed over 25 employees, made over $1

million a year and we were feeling good. A much larger company approached us

and tried to buy us out at 1/4 of what the business was worth. Under advisement

of our lawyers and accountants, we declined. They came at us harder and

stronger and took our employees away one by one. Offering bigger salaries and

benefits. They left us paying out vacation and we lost our contracts because we

weren't able to staff them properly. We went in the hole $76,000 and we

continued to pay $700 a month on the loan (INTEREST ONLY). We couldn't

touch the principle. We requested a term loan, we filled out documents and they

denied us over and over again for years. Finally, we couldn't pay it anymore. We

had paid $86,000 in interest only and never touched the principle. They would not

work out a payment plan with us until we defaulted on the loan.. We did and 90

days later they started to work with us, coming up with a payment of $5,400 a

month for 11 months and $5,600 for one month. Not feasible. We were going to

lose our house and my husband's wages were going to be garnished. We went to

a lawyer and the only solution is bankruptcy in order to save our home and my

husband's future earnings. This is not something I recommend. It is a horrible

experience. We are filing chapter 13 and will have to make substantial payments

for 5 years and our credit is now crap. We have 8 children and we have to think of

them first. I just hope something good will come out of all this, because it doesn't

erase your debt...it manages it and destroys your credit and for the most part it

breaks your heart.

Michelle

Like Reply1 year ago 5 Likes

We just filed Chapter 13. We struggled for three years to make payments, work

out agreements with our creditors and as a consequence incurred significant

state, federal and local tas increases on cancelled debt and on premature

withdrawl of 401k. In the end a collection lawyer would not work with us and

doubled one of our debts with legal fees and sued for garnishment which would

have put us in a position of losing everything given our situation of continued pay

cuts, increasing taxes and rising costs. Backed into a corner with no other option

we filed Chanpter 13. 

It also avoided my employer from knowing about my financial situation through a

garnishment which may have had a significant impact on my employment.

Filing Chapter 13, was a major stress reliever and had a bonus of major health

benefit and end of the barrage of harrassment of collectors (including friends and

family). In retrospect, we should have filed three years sooner and would have

been three years closer to the 7 year limit and additionally would have kept the

income, avoided the taxes, kept our health and saved a greater embarrassment

of our collectors harrassing our extended family.

Chris and Denise with hope and on the road to recovery. (we all need a year of

Jubilee)

Chris

Like Reply2 years ago 5 Likes

I don't understand how people can say bankrupcy is painless?? I do not think you

can define everyones condition in the world from going Bankrupt. If you manage

yourself well by preparing- whether it be keeping afloat and making the most of

the most basic opportunities that exist (like shelter &amp; food and any money,

possessions you have e.t.c.) to you i'd recommend doing so (life is not easy also

when you find it hard being limited to where you can live.. i.e. constantly on the

verge of homelessness) At a time when you need help- you don't get much being

bankrupt. Its hard to get a place with bad credit rating. Unless you have people

you can rely on for support and know you have a place you can live or have

friends or family that you can live with until you find a place that doesn't ask for a

credit report and even then renting any place is no guarentee for life you can still

rent there as you don't own it. The irony is this is a point when you need help the

most and no-one is prepared to give it. If you are determined you will make it

through but don't think its made out to be easy because its not. You don't just

start your life so easily over again unless you were smart enough to plan to

survive through a Bankruptcy. Trouble is it's like jumping off and being told to lose

everything.. So what do you do..?And like anything in life if you are not prepared

you won't be as successful. Never be afraid (there are worse things- much worse

suffering in the world) but remember if you don't know what you are jumping into

you will only find out one way.. Most of all You will become a stronger and wiser

person if you learn from your mistakes. The grass is always looks greener but

sometimes being able to appreciate what you have and just live is the best thing

you can have. This is more important today or! tommorow! Whether you go

Bankrupt or not do not have fear- just plan! and know what you should be

planning for! (as much as you can!) Never Give up- Bankruptcy may make you

feel like this if you weren't really prepared - but never do this.

Amanda

Like Reply1 year ago 4 Likes

Bankrupcty is horrible and devastating. I am living through it barely. My attorney

is about the least helpful person I can think of and was full of half truths. Don't do

it, my pay is garnished and I am paying all my debt at 100%. I hardly have

anything left to live on. It is miserable.

CEB

Like Reply1 year ago 4 Likes

Good morning I'm truly sorry about what you are going through. I was

wondering did you file for 7 or 13...honestly it sounds like 13. Your

attorney sounds horrible because there is no way you should be paying

back at 100%. Lose the attorney and find one that will take your case

and check into filing for chapter 7. I filed for chapter 13 I owed approx.

62,000 but I'm only paying a total of 20,000 back broken up for the next

5yrs. What I was paying monthly in debt was far more than what I am

paying now with a low monthly fee of like 365. My advice is to fire the

attorney. Good luck but it really shouldn't be that painful.

kaye

Like Reply1 year ago in reply to CEB 7 Likes

Dear Kaye, I read your reply about 3months ago. I went on a

review site for attorneys, found a new one and fired my old one.

The difference is night and day. My old attorney was horrible,

condescending and gave me bad advice. I cannot say enough

about how my new attorney has handled my case and treated

me. Thank you so much, your advice was enough to change my

life, otherwise, I would still be dealing with a mean, witch, who

made my life miserable. God bless.

CEB

Like Reply10 months ago in reply to kaye 6 Likes

Dear CEB,

Could you tell me what your process was for finding a

reputable attorney? This has proven to be difficult for

me and I am in desperate need of a new BK attorney.

Thanks for any info you can provide. Diana

Dhamer

Like Reply6 months ago in reply to CEB 1 Like

I don't know how bankruptcy can be seen with such negative views...

ExploreBankruptcy.com

Like Reply2 years ago 4 Likes

Avoid bankruptcy if at all possible.

I had no more options but to file and lost everything.

I lost my home, business, cars and above all it destroyed my marriage of 31

years.

I am still trying to deal with my wife leaving me after almost a third of a century

and dont really know if i will. On top of all that my father, stepfather, two dogs and

a cat all died.

I will never forget the day i had only enough money in my pocket to have my

much loved dog (the only thing that was helping me through this hell) put to sleep

because she was sick and cradling her in my arms as the vet injected her and the

life drained from her body. I cried like a baby and wondered if this was all worth it.

That was two years ago and now financially i am at rock bottom and cant find a

job because of my age and live week to week. My wife left me with three cats and

has had very little contact except when she came and saw me a couple of

months ago to tell me she was divorcing me and that she had a great job and had

just come out of a nine month relationship. For most of the years we were

together we were very well off having a freehold home in our thirties and running

successful businesses meant we lived very comfortably and never wanted for

anything. Every day i think about the life i have lost and the reasons why but

every day i come up with a different reason. Bankruptcy is hell and if you can

avoid it at all costs because at the end of the day you will loose more then money

believe me.

john

Like Reply2 years ago 4 Likes

John, you are walking the path God intended you to walk. Look up to the

Heavens, take a deep breath, and realize that this is a trial. Keep on the

path John, and those like John! There will come a time when you can

rest, a time when you will laugh and love forever! I have seen the path, I

know where it ends, keep going my friend, I will see you at the Light!

Witness

Like Reply8 months ago in reply to john 2 Likes

I disagree. This site makes Chapter 7 seem like the worst thing in the world and it

is not. In fact it is a great legal mechanism for those in financial peril to move on

with their life. I've seen my bankruptcy clients with a FICO score of 480 go to 650

within ONE YEAR of filing for bankruptcy, as a direct result of the bankruptcy.

Yes, one should avoid it, but no, it is much much much more painless than some

people might think and with the right discipline you can recover quicker than you

might think.

John Z

Like Reply2 years ago 4 Likes

This site makes Chapter 7 seem as if it is the worst thing in life. I just filed and

can tell you while not fun - it has been the best decision I have ever made. I lived

the perfect life of perfect credit for 20 years until illness and a divorce forced me

to loose everything. Im so happy that I live in America and am given the

opportunity to start me life totally over. I'll get back to teh to 10percent in credit

score again - it will take time but filing is NOT the end of the world or ANYTHING

like the death of a child or even a divorce. Its just a number - you can live off

cash.... Thank GOD - it's available to those who get ill and/or loose their jobs and

homes. I'm now a single mother who gets to start all over. Very Blessed. Im still

made at my childs father for leaving us - that harder than anything financial.

Tanya

Like Reply2 years ago 4 Likes

My veiw. I went though a bankrupcy in 2008. It seemed at the time I had no

choice - maybe I did ($100,000+each). At the end of it all,(even after the wife left!)

I feel it was the best choice. You get to see what you are about. Sure I made

mistakes. Nothing and no one is allowed to do or be done that God has put in

place. There is this 'Thinking' that You NEED credit - its a lie(and we all know

where that comes from). Dont mess around - go sraight to our Lord - Ask for

wisdom, help, anything. He goes before us, lifts us up,restores and renews All

things. With Daves help you cant loose. God bless you Dave.

Garry

Like Reply2 years ago 4 Likes

I was made bankrupt in May. It was painful & difficult to come to terms with but I

knew it was for the best. I struggled - but I realised that my struggle was just

pride. Whilst I believe that God can & does deliver people miraculously out of

debt, I just hadn't learned to operate in that kind of faith. The majority of people

do not abuse bankruptcy - but use it as a last resort. I believe God can use

anything - even Bankruptcy for His glory. One day, whilst spending quiet time with

God - this is what I believe He said to me & I pray that it will bring hope &

encouragement to all who read it......

"The world says-"the end!" God says "The beginning!" The world says "The

shame!" God says "The victory!" The world says "The lowest of low!" God says

"Above only & not beneath!" The world says "Failure!" God says "Over-comer!"

"You think bankruptcy is the world's idea? Your idea? You're wrong, it's My idea.

Bankruptcy is another demonstration of Redemption. Every penny of your debt

wiped out, a debt that you could not pay, a debt that was weighing you down &

causing you shame, guilt & condemnation. A debt that was your own fault,

accumulated by your own foolishness & ignorance, a debt that you did not

deserve to have cancelled.....just like redemption. Do you really think Bankruptcy

is of the devil? Do you really believe the devil wants the burden of debt lifted off

anyone? Debt is of the devil - bankruptcy is yet another gift from me to you, from

Me to the world, it is another demonstration of My unlimited Grace. Do not be

downcast in this victory - celebrate it - there is already victory, continual victory! I

am removing the rubble of debt that has been causing you a delay in your journey

& you will very soon experience a brand new freedom, a heavy burden that has

been weighing you down-will be no more. The door on the rubble of your old life

will be closed - never to be opened again. The world would hide in shame,

humiliation, embarrassment & pride because they are blind to the truth - but you

are not - this is just another testimony of victory, of a moving forward, more old

things passing away, making way for the new things that are to come. So do not

look at what is passing away, look & behold what has become new & celebrate

the new door that is about to be opened.

Kim

Like Reply4 months ago 3 Likes

“Truth: Bankruptcy is a gut-wrenching, life-changing event that causes lifelong

damage.” I see the point in this statement. However, for some, it would be part of

their life experiences that would even mold them to become better citizens of the

world. It’s either they sulk and never get back up again, or stand up and learn

from it.

Allan Morais

Like Reply5 months ago 3 Likes

You can buy a home as long as you are discharged and have a good job with a

good income. You need to go out and get a couple of credit cards with low

balances and buy and pay off your debt, or buy something and pay over time it

starts to show you are reestablishing a new credit history it will take about a year

of starting over and and restablishing credit... good luck I believe you are off to a

good start.

Single Mom

Like Reply7 months ago 3 Likes

Let me clarify, we filed chapter 7 bankruptcy unlike Michele in the previous

comment. In addition I should also clarify that we tried everything in our power.

We called our mortgage company about three months after my job loss, they

advised they could not help us unless we were delinquent. They also advised we

could not refinance. We worked the refinance route with other companies but our

interest rate was too low and we would have been lucky to shave off $50 per

month. We never were delinquent on our mortgage until we filed; however, we

were late on our vehicle, vehicle taxes, utility bills, we paid and cancelled our cell

phones and cable, we paid our mortgage and credit card debt on time and this

ate up our entire monthly income and then some. At this point the car dealership I

worked for went under and I was fully unemployed. I tried to sell off everything in

our home to make extra money, we just realized it wasn't worth the lifelong

struggle. I just couldn't obtain a job in this economy. My husband also gained a

part-time second job. We tried all routes and bankruptcy was the one for us.

Megan

Like Reply1 year ago 3 Likes

It is clear from the posts here that bankruptcy evokes strong feelings. Bankruptcy

courts ultimately seek fairness. Those who have faith in the Bible may want to

reference Deuteronomy 15:1. Before going forward I should state that I am a

California Chapter 7 bankruptcy attorney. The vast majority of people who

consulted with me preferred not to be in their situations. Most experienced high

levels of stresstheir relationships, health and jobs suffered. Not everyone is

upset. A handful of people seemingly felt a sense of entitlement (including the

vacations and bought big cars mentioned in a few posts). Most used their credit

cards to pay for necessities, especially when hours at work were cut. There is no

one profile for those filing bankruptcy. Filing bankruptcy will not changes financial

habits, although it is worth nothing that a credit counseling and money

management class is required of everyone who files. The hope is that information

learned from these classes, including that offered by Mr. Ramsey, can help

improve financial behavior. Bankruptcy is the best option for some. It is sad that

some who would benefit most are closed off to that option because of fear,

uncertainty and disinformation.

Jovan Johnson

Like Reply2 years ago 3 Likes

I have been a Bankruptcy lawyer for over 26 years and have helped thousands

get a fresh start. Bankruptcy is nothing like a divorce or death of a loved one. It is

a speed bump on the road of life. I have never once had a client tell me that they

wished that they had not filed bankruptcy. Rather I receive cards and letters from

clients telling what a positive life changing event their Bankruptcy was and

thanking me for our service. We have peole getting house loans within 2 or 3

years of going through Bankruptcy...which is a lot quicker than people who

struggle for 8 or 10 years trying to pay down their debt.

Randall

Like Reply2 years ago 3 Likes

Sometimes bankrputcy is the answer. After my ex and I got seperated I found out

he had almost $100K in hidden debt and that was in addition to the $35K in debt

he brought into the marriage and other accounts he had mismanaged over the

years. Even though he was having his bills sent to a PO Box and I had no

knowledge, living in a community property state, his debt was my debt. I tried to

pay the debt and I even attempted to work with companies that claimed to help

with repayment. Their fees were ridiculous, not all creditors worked with them,

and it ended up being more stressful and expensive than dealing with the debt on

my own. Finally I let my ex talk me into filing chapter 7 which was discharged a

year ago. Since the discharge, I have been able to feed and clothe my children

again where before bankruptcy we would go for weeks without bread or milk

since I am a teacher and only get paid once a month. We are no longer drowning

in debt. I am having diffiuclty buying a house as the FHA requirements have

changed from one year to two years after discharge and auto loan rates are

higher but aside from that, I have already reestablished credit and things have

been much easier. There are definate negative ramifications for bankruptcy but

for those whose life is consumed by debt, the financial relief may outway the

negative aspects. I know in my case we are much better off now than when we

were burdened with high amounts of debt.

lrp

Like Reply2 years ago 3 Likes

I did everything I was supposed to do. Paid off all my debt 8 years ago. Went

back to school to get a better job. Got my PhD. No jobs. Filed for unemployment.

Now $50K in CC debt. $5K loan from 401k. $80k in student loans. The latter

cannot be discharged, but I can't pay the former AND the latter simultaneously.

Hello bankruptcy or as Jesus said: It is finished.

Andrew

Like Reply2 years ago 3 Likes

I have read these comments on here and no one talks about the moral aspects of

filing bankruptcy. It is wrong not to pay your debts.

RV

Like Reply6 months ago 2 Likes

Morals? It's a business decision and that's all, You think Donald Trump

has never filed bankruptcy to protect his interests? It is wrong to

"intentionally" defraud but not because of lost revenue or a bad

economy, there are risks in life, you win some you lose some, but you

are NOT obligated to live a life of misery and suffering because of debt!

Cablemn86

Like Reply4 months ago in reply to RV 4 Likes

Dear Mr. Moral, Just how moral is it to lose a job due to a company

downsizing, then not have anyone offer you a job after nearly 90

resumes submitted over a 7 month period, have two unexpected but

necessary medical situations occur, and have your 401K, savings, and

checking accounts depleted as a result of one attempting to make good

on their bills? When you can answer that one please let me know as I

continue to look for ANY job that pays money.

Frustrated and Unemployed

Like Reply3 months ago in reply to RV 2 Likes

I agree with you! I work for a big corporation and am the only person in

my office that has not filed bankruptcy. My co-workers all make good

money but live lavishly and depend on the plastic for all their purchases.

If you cannot avoid to pay cash for something, do not over extend

yourself and charge it up!!! Their irresponsible spending habits and poor

management of their money and assets resulting in filing for bankruptcy

is an EASY WAY OUT and completely selfish.I can understand if you do

not have an income or if you are so badly in debt you cannot provide for

your family, bankruptcy may be the only solution buit if you are living in

$500,000 dollar homes and shopping at Macy's wearng a rolex and

bragging abut your theatre size TV....Shut your trap about filing

bankruptcy....I feel nothing but disrepect for this type of abuse!

A0740fl

Like Reply5 months ago in reply to RV 1 Like

Interesting. So many different and valid views about bankruptcy. My take is that

there comes a time that some people, unfortuntalely, have no way out but to go

bankrupt. As much as they'd like to avoid filing for bankruptcy, they are left with

no choice. However, we should all remember that doing so does have huge

consequences. So it is of great importance that you weigh everything before

really filing for bankruptcy.

Also, I agree with Felicia's opinion in a way. It's hard telling your kids that there is

no money for extra stuff. Also, living our life to the fullest should be done

responsibly. We can't just live our life and spend so much. It would still be best to

enjoy life while saving for the rainy days. That way, you'll have lesser chances of

going bankrupt in the future. 

Bankrupt

Like Reply1 year ago 2 Likes

I'm freaking out. I was reviewing my bankruptcy agreement and noticed a

stipulation I had forgotten. I am not supposed to incur any new debt over $1500

without first getting permission from the court or trustee. I had forgotten about this

and back in Aug of 2010 taken out a bank loan for $2500 which I have since

payed in full and on time. How will this effect my plan? I am already 3 years into

my repayment plan. What should I do?

Christopher

Like Reply1 year ago 2 Likes

I have an appointment with a lawyer in 4 days and after reading some of the

comments I am not so sure. I am in over $25,000 in debt and unemployed. I want

to know after I file or if I decided to file bankrupt, will I have any problems filing my

return for 2011. Will they take that refund after I file?

Wallis

Like Reply1 year ago 2 Likes

You will file taxes just as you always have and get your return just as you

always had. As long as you have not been sued or do not owe back

taxes.

gamble

Like Reply1 year ago in reply to Wallis 1 Like

Wallis...Did you file? I'm really thinking about it and all these comments

are helping me make my decision. Please reply back to me. I'm looking

for your feedback... Thx!

John W Graves

Like Reply1 year ago in reply to Wallis 1 Like

I'm not surprised to see so many differing opinions on bankruptcy. What bothers

me is that so many folks seem to have this &quot;it's the only thing I can do&quot;

mentality. To be fair, in some cases it may be so. Job losses, medical debts,

disability, losing a home, have wages taken, IRS issues, these are legit if you've

tried every other possibility. But what is sad is this new idea that somehow it's OK

to be fiscally irresponsible because everyone else it doing it too. You won't help

yourself that way. My husband and I were facing massive debts both medical and

educational when we married, but we made the tough decisions and called

creditors and collectors and negotiated what we could afford to pay. Some things

we saved for and paid outright and we economized pretty severely, and are still

doing so. My credit has remained basically good and his has risen over 200

points because he took some financial responsibility. We are saving as we can

and doing our best. Don't do bankruptcy unless you really have to. It is not easy,

fun, or a real long term solution. My in laws decided they had too much credit

card debt, so they filed Chapter 13. Not a single debt was discharged because

they have too much income and possessions. The plan was amended twice by

the court. Their mortgage hasn't been included in it. And they've defaulted the

student loans of others in their names as well and on their own credit reports as

co-signers. They will never recover financially because they took a drastic step

they did not really need. Try to make a plan and call your creditors yourselfif

you've tried everything then you can go ahead with a clear conscience. Just

realize the effects will still follow you for years to come, and you have to change

the stuff that got you there in the first place in order to benefit in the future. Best

of luck to all.

WJS

Like Reply1 year ago 2 Likes

Chapter 13 is a 5 year payment plan to finally have no debt at the end of

that time or sooner, and a judge can also freeze interest payments at 0

during the 5 years, while the persons seeking debt relief make No More

charges on their credit cards.

Gentwo

Like Reply1 year ago in reply to WJS 1 Like

I've been a board-certified bankruptcy specialist for about thirty years, after

working for the Chief Bankruptcy Judge as a law clerk. It is absolutely true that

bankruptcy is a pain in the neck, and no fun whatsoever. On the other hand, it

sure makes me sad to see people who have burned through their entire

retirement funds in a doomed attempt to pay credit card debt. And the decision to

file a bankruptcy should never be taken lightly; it's an economic &quot;get out of

jail free card&quot;, but a Chapter 7 can only be used every eight years. Don't

waste it! A bankruptcy discharge is a precious thing!

Joseph C. McDaniel

Like Reply2 years ago 2 Likes

Many of you posting comments on the subject of Bankruptcy and questioning

Dave's reasoning behind not recommending bankruptcy (especially when ymany

aren't really bankrupt) need to go to his website and listen to some of the

archived radio programs and start LISTENING to him, or maybe check out one of

his books at the library. Listen and learn....you will find that even he says there is

an appropriate time for bankruptcy....when you are forced to it. I guess I just want

you all to learn a little more from Dave and stop making assumtions about what

he believes by looking at litle snipets of things.

David Dratwa

Like Reply2 years ago 2 Likes

If I file brankruptcy do I get to keep my IRAs?

Guest

Like Reply3 months ago 1 Like

I one felt bankruptcy was my answer, but since I have file and been dischanged

the bank is still threating to suit me for the balance of my mortagage, late fee, and

etc. They are also serving my now wife who was not involve with my bankruptcy. I

thought once the debt was discharged in a bankruptcy the creditor could not

come back on me. I am confused. Can someone shine so light on this issue?

Slvsmith318

Like Reply5 months ago 1 Like

Is your wife on your mortgage note? Did you reaffirm your debt to

mortgage company? If the answer is yes to either question, then

someone in your household is still personally liable for the mortgage; and

you need to settle it with them. You should also consult a bankruptcy

attorney about this.

If either of those things are not the case, then the mortgage company is

in violation of the discharge injunction and you can bring a suit against

them to stop. Depending on your district you might be able to get some

money to compensate you for your troubles. If you used an attorney

when filing bankruptcy, then you should consult him/ her.

Mark Meyers

Like Reply5 months ago in reply to Slvsmith318

My friend recently claimed bankruptcy and is purchasing cars at a better interest

rate than I am. My credit score is poor, but I have been working hard for the past

two years to pay off my debt. By the time I pay off my debt, her bankruptcy will

have fallen off her credit report, leaving her with the same buying priveleges as

me. What are rewards for attempting to pay off your debt versus wiping it away

with bankruptcy? As I see it, none!

Holskmes

Like Reply5 months ago 1 Like
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